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Under the condition that ticket fare for high-speed train could fluctuate around a benchmark price in China, aimed at predicting
how the passengers will distribute among different trains given a ticket fare, the passenger flow assignment method for high-speed
trains is studied. Different from the classical researches on the passenger flow assignment, by introducing a variable that represents
the value of time, this research allows passengers to make their personalized choice between the principles of time minimization
and expense minimization, so as to demonstrate how the passengers holding different time values respond to each ticket fare
scheme. An equilibrium passenger flow assignment model based on personalized choice is built and an improved Monte-Carlo
random simulation algorithm is designed for solving the model. )e actual ticket sale data for Beijing-Shanghai high-speed
railway are used to verify the feasibility of the proposedmodel and algorithm.)e passenger flow assignment results under various
fare schemes show how the distribution of passenger flow changes with the adjustment of ticket fare.

1. Introduction

Although China’s high-speed train has achieved tremendous
results during the last decade, passenger flow is generally un-
evenly distributed between trains due to different departure and
arrival time, travel time, and stopping schedule. )e published
prices of high-speed train tickets may be properly adjusted
based on actual demands to effectively regulate passenger flow
distribution among trains, enhance resource utilization, and
increase transport enterprises’ revenues. However, passengers’
itinerary choice will surely be affected by the adjustment of
ticket fare. After the continual iteration and feedback between
ticket fare adjustment and passengers’ itinerary choice, an
optimal fare scheme is eventually formulated to meet the needs
of both transport enterprises and passengers. )erefore, pas-
senger flow assignment at a certain ticket fare is a key link in
adjusting and optimizing ticket fare.

On the basis of the theory and method of traffic flow
distribution for urban roads [1, 2], China’s scholars studied
passenger flow assignment for railway network, aiming to
evaluate and optimize operation schemes [3–5]. In some

researches, it is a spatial transfer network based on operation
schemes. Service network design is one of research hotspots
in passenger flow assignment. A variety of transfer networks
are introduced in literature [6], in which their scales,
functions, and computing capacities are compared and
analyzed. Based on problems, this paper introduces a three-
dimensional time-space service network [7, 8], constructs
passenger flow assignment network based on train schedules
and itinerary choice, and proposes a way of calculating path
impedance while considering passengers’ preferences on
departure time.

In researches about traditional traffic distribution, it is
assumed that all passengers select their preferred paths based
on minimum travel time and lowest equivalent expense.
However, in our daily life, passengers’ preferences to time
and expense may differ mainly for their different income
levels and trip purposes. High-income business travelers
focus more on time efficiency, while workers and leisure
passengers are more sensitive to expense. To truly dem-
onstrate passengers’ responses to ticket strategy, they should
be allowed to have heterogeneous trade-offs between
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minimum time and lowest fare. )e multiclass passenger
flow assignment [9–11] is more practical as population
diversity has been taken into account. A time-fare bi-criteria
equilibrium passenger flow assignment model was proposed
in this paper based on passengers’ personalized itinerary
choice and transport features, and an improved Monte-
Carlo random simulation algorithm was designed to solve
the model. And the actual data of Beijing-Shanghai high-
speed railway were also introduced to verify the proposed
method, based on which how passenger flow distribution
changes with the adjustment of ticket fare is finally
discussed.

2. Model Assumptions and
Network Construction

In this section, we first construct a service network repre-
senting service paths of high-speed railway. After that, the
definition of major notations and the travel cost calculation
method are clarified.

Consider a high-speed railway network with 4 stations
and railway lines between them. Each station is represented
as a node, that is, A, B, C, and D, respectively (see Figure 1).
)ere are three trains, represented as T1, T2, and T3,
running on this network in the direction of A to D. As shown
in the train running diagram (see Figure 2), T1 runs from A
to D and stops at B and C, T2 runs from B to D and stops at
C, and T3 runs from A to D and stops at C.

A trip in this study begins when a passenger gets aboard
at the departure station and ends when he or she gets off at
the arrival station. Based on the above physical network and
train running diagram, a three-dimensional time-space
network is constructed to depict service paths for travelling,
as shown in Figure 3. In this service network, one-dimen-
sional coordinate represents time, while other two-dimen-
sional coordinates represent train running direction and
passenger embarkation direction, respectively. )e time-
space service network in Figure 3 is expressed by G � (N, E),
in whichN is the set of nodes.)ere are six node types in the
service network, which are the boarding node at departure
station, the getting-off node at arrival station, the train-
departure node, the train-arrival node, the arrival node at
intermediate station, and the departure node at intermediate
station. E is the set of segments. )ere are five segment types
in the service network, which are the operation arc, the stop
arc, the boarding arc at departure station, the getting-off arc
at arrival station, and the transfer arc. )e trip path between
the boarding node at departure station and the getting-off
node at arrival station is defined as a service path, which can
be expressed by the node sequence in this path. Take the
node pair A and D for example, between them there exists a
direct service path rAD1 expressed as the nodes sequence 1-2-
3-5-7-9-11-12; there also exists a transit service path rAD2
expressed as the nodes sequence 1-2-3-14-15-17-19-20. To
better depict passenger’s trip in the model, the set of train
and any segment that the train passes through is built, which
is expressed as (train-segment). For example, the set of T1
and its segment AB could be expressed as (T1-AB). All the

sets of train-segment included in service path r are repre-
sented by Sr.

Based on the service network as indicated in Figure 3,
major notations are defined as follows:

W � w{ }: set of passenger flow OD
G � (N, E): service network, in which N is the set of
service node and E is the set of segment
n: service node in the train service network, n ∈ N

e: segment in the train service network, e ∈ E

R � r{ }: set of all service paths in the train service
network
Rw � rw : set of OD in w service path, w ∈W

S � s{ }: set of all (train-segment)
pr: ticket fare of service path r, r ∈ R

gw: total demand for w by OD, w ∈W

xrw
: number of passengers selecting service path r in w

by OD, or passenger flow, rw ∈ Rw, w ∈W

xe: passenger flow in segment e, e ∈ E

te: running duration in segment e, e ∈ E

he: maximum passengers for segment, e ∈ E

δer: segment-service path occupation index. If service
path r occupies segment e, δer � 1, otherwise, δer � 0,
e ∈ E and r ∈ R

f(α): probability density function of passengers’ value
of time
Q: passengers’ average on-boarding and off-boarding
speed, unit is people/min

)e factors affecting passengers’ railway option include
travel time, expense, and departure time. )us, the gener-
alized expense of service path r is

C
r

� βTC
r
T + βPC

r
P + βdeD

r
de. (1)

In the equation, Cr
T, Cr

P, and Dr
de represent the costs of

travel time, expense, and departure time of a passenger
whose departure time is earlier or later, respectively. βT, βP,
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Figure 1: Railway physical network.
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Figure 2: Train running diagram.
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and βde are the coefficients for calculating each cost, re-
spectively. Based on service network in Figure 1, each cost
can be specifically calculated as follows.

2.1. Cost of Travel Time. Cost of travel time reflects the travel
time required by the service path, and it is the sum of time of
each segment making up the service path. )e time of
running segment E1, stopping segment E2, and transfer
segment E5 is given in train schedules, while that of seg-
ments of getting aboard at the departure station E3 and
getting off at the arrival station E4 is the ratio of passenger
flow in segments and passengers’ average on-boarding and
off-boarding speed.)us, below is how the cost of travel time
Cr

T in service path r can be calculated:

C
r
T � 

e∈E1∪E2∪E5

δerte + 
e∈E3∪E4

δerxe

Q
. (2)

2.2. Cost of Expense. )e expense of the service path is the
sum of ticket fares of all train-segment. If a passenger’s value
of time (expense per unit time) is α, then the cost of expense
for service path r is

C
r
P(α) �

s∈Sr
ps

α
. (3)

Among which, α is a random variable, demonstrating
passengers’ perceptions about time and expense. )e
probability density function f(α) indicates how passengers’
value of time is distributed.

2.3. ScheduleDelayCost. High-speed trains run according to
diagrams, and departure time is exactly arranged; therefore,
departure time greatly affects passengers’ itinerary choice.
)e absolute value of the difference between actual and ideal
departure time in the service path is used as schedule delay
cost to quantitatively express the bother caused to passen-
gers by the difference between actual and ideal departure
time.)e running duration in one day is divided intoM time
slots. )e intermediate time t(m) in time slot m is used to
approximately represent the ideal departure time of the
passengers who wish to departure in this time slot. F(m)

represents the probability of passengers’ ideal departure time
to be within time slot m. )e schedule delay cost Dr

de(τ) for
the service path r with the actual departure time τ can be
calculated as follows:

D
r
de(τ) � 

M

m�1
F(m)|t(m) − τ|. (4)

3. Construction and Solution of Passenger Flow
Assignment Model

3.1. Equilibrium Passenger Flow Assignment Model.
Passengers may accurately estimate the generalized cost of
all service paths based on train schedule before trip and
make correct decisions based on their own value. If pas-
sengers’ choice on service path is based on their minimum
perceived generalized cost, then the generalized costs of the
segments of getting aboard at the departure station and
getting off at the arrival station will increase correspondingly
as passenger flow in the service path increases till that of the
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Figure 3: )ree-dimensional time-space service network.
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service path is minimized. )en, passengers may select the
path with newly perceived minimum generalized cost so that
passenger flow can be evenly distributed in all service paths,
namely, the cost of time for the service path to be selected by
the sameOD pair is the lowest among the service paths at the
same expense, whose passengers, moreover, hold the same
value of time [10].

All service paths for OD in segment w are divided into
Kw categories based on expense. )e expense for path i is

expressed by pw
i , andGw

i represents the total path flowwhose
expense is not higher than that of path i. )e accumulative
density function of the value of time is expressed
asFw(α) � 

α
0 f(ω)dω. If Ew(θ) � 

θ
0(1/F

−1
w (ω))dω, then

Ew(Gw
i /gw) − Ew(Gw

i−1/gw) will express the countdown of
passengers’ value of time by OD pair in segment w and path
i. )e equilibrium passenger flow assignment flow is thus
constructed as follows:

min Z � 
e∈E3∪E4


xe

0
te(ω)dω + 

w∈W
gw 

Kw

i�1
p

w
i Ew

Gw
i

gw

  − Ew

Gw
i−1

gw

  
⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭ , (5)

s.t. xe � 
w∈W


r∈Rw

δerx
w
r , e ∈ E, (6)


r∈Rw

x
w
r � gw, w ∈W, (7)

xe ≤ he, e ∈ E1 (8)

x
w
r ≥ 0, w ∈W, r ∈ Rw. (9)

)e first section of (5) is the objective function of
classical equilibrium passenger flow assignment problem,
and the second section minimizes all passengers’ perceived
cost of expense. )e relationship between the flow of seg-
ment and path is shown in (6). Based on (7), the sum of the
flow of all paths by the same OD pair equals to OD demand
quantity. Equation (8) is the constraint of train capacity to
ensure that the flow of any segment is not higher than the
capacity of the train that the segment is located in, which is
expressed by segment capacity he. Equation (9) is the
nonnegative constrain of independent variable.

3.2. Passenger FlowAssignment Algorithm. )e model above
is not a classical flow distribution model, which could not be
solved by the classical algorithms. Stimulated by the solution
idea presented by Leurent [10], an improved Monte-Carlo
random simulation algorithm is designed according to the
characteristics of the model. )e algorithm’s basic idea is to
generate the set of service paths for each OD pair, calculate
the generalized cost of each service path based on the value
of time at point O randomly produced in the iteration, and
upload OD demand into K shortest paths according to the
remaining capacity of the service paths. OD is randomly
selected for passenger flow assignment to prevent its order
affecting the result. )e following is how the algorithm
specifically works:

Step 1. Initialization. Give a sequence of real numbers: ηk,
0≤ ηk ≤ 1,  ηk �∞, and  η2k <∞. And initialize the
remaining capacity of each segment while making z0

e � he

and e ∈ E1.

Step 1.1. Randomly select OD pair w, list all service paths,
calculate the generalized cost of each service path based on
the initial generalized cost of each segment (cost of expense
is not included), and put the generalized costs of all paths
into the set Rw from small to large.

Step 1.2. Select the path r1w with the lowest generalized cost
from Rw, check the remaining capacity of the segments that
it includes zn

e (δerw
1

� 1), and take the minimum remaining
capacity as its available capacity zn(r1w); allocate OD demand
of min zn(r1w), gw  into the path r1w and update the
remaining capacity of corresponding segment zn

e � zn
e −

min zn(r1w), gw  and OD demand gw � gw − min zn(r1w),

gw}, if gw � 0, go to Step 1.3; otherwise, select the secondary
path r2w and repeat Step 1.2.

Step 1.3. If some OD pairs are not distributed in the set of
W, go back to Step 1.1; if all OD demands are distributed,
then obtain the initial flow x0

e of each segment and make the
times of iteration n � 0; the generalized cost of the segment
will be c0e � ce(0), ∀e ∈ E.

Step 2. Update the generalized cost of the segment. Make
n � n + 1 and calculate the generalized cost of the segment
based on existing passenger flow. tn

e � te(xn−1
e ), ∀e ∈ E: the

remaining capacity of each segment returns to the initial
value, zn

e � he, e ∈ E1: each OD demand returns to the initial
value.

Step 3. Passenger flow assignment
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Step 3.1. Randomly select αn
o from the distribution function

of value of time for each station as the value of time of all
passengers who depart from this station.

Step 3.2. Randomly select OD pair w, list all its service paths,
calculate their generalized costs, and put the generalized
costs of all paths into the set Rw from small to large.

Step 3.3. Select the path r1w with the lowest generalized cost
from Rw, check the remaining capacity of the segments that
it includes zn

e (δerw
1

� 1), and take the minimum remaining
capacity as its available capacity zn(r1w); allocate OD demand
of min zn(r1w), gw  into the path r1w and update the
remaining capacity of corresponding segment zn

e � zn
e −

min zn(r1w), gw  and OD demand gw � gw − min zn(r1w),

gw}, if gw � 0, go to Step 3.4; otherwise, select the secondary
path r2w and repeat Step 3.3.

Step 3.4. If some OD pairs are not distributed in the set of
W, go back to Step 3.2; if all OD demands are distributed,
then obtain the extra flow yn

e of each segment and move to
Step 4.

Step 4. Upgrade the flow of the segment, and calculate the
flow of each segment xn

e after n times of iteration through
MSA method, namely,

x
n
e � x

n−1
e + ηn y

n
e − x

n−1
e , 0≤ ηn ≤ 1. (10)

Step 5. Convergence judgment. If certain times of iteration
are completed or the requirements of convergence indicator
Ψ � max

e∈E
(

n
k�1 ηkxk

e /
n
k�1 ηk − 

n−1
k�1ηkxk

e /
n−1
k�1ηk) are met,

stop calculating and xn
e is the final result of assignment;

otherwise, go back to Step 2.

4. Case Study

Python programming is used to construct an algorithm of
the proposed passenger flow assignment model, and the
actual data of Beijing-Shanghai high-speed railway are
imported into the algorithm to verify the validity of the
algorithm. )e physical network in this case consists of 23
stations on Beijing-Shanghai high-speed railway and seg-
ments between stations, and the training operation network
includes 44 G-headed trains running downward from Bei-
jing to Shanghai and 257 passenger flow ODs. It is incon-
venient for passengers to make too many transfers;
therefore, no more than one transfer is restricted before the
service path is generated.

Assume that the probability density function of pas-
sengers’ value of time obeys the rules of logarithmic normal
distribution [12], namely,

f(α) �
1

β
���
2π

√ α−1 exp −
1
2

ln α − λ
β

 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, 0< α<∞, β> 0.

(11)

In the equation, λ and β are the average value and
standard deviation of ln α, respectively. )e relations

between their values, the average value α, and standard
deviation σ are defined as

λ � ln μ −
1
2
β2, (12)

β2 � ln 1 +
σ2

μ2
 . (13)

Value of time can be expressed as people’s hourly wage.
According to the average annual incomes of urban residents
released by China Statistical Yearbook, the average value of
time of the passengers in seven places where Beijing-
Shanghai high-speed railway runs through including Beijing,
Tianjin, Hebei, Shandong, Anhui, Jiangsu, and Shanghai is
RMB 34/h with a standard deviation of RMB 11/h based on
251 legal workdays per year. According to equation
(11)–(13), the distribution of the value of time for passengers
on Beijing-Shanghai high-speed railway can be obtained as
Figure 4.

)e calculation coefficient of the generalized cost of the
path βT, βP, and βde is set to be 1, 1, and 0.5, respectively, and
passengers’ onboarding and off-boarding speed Q is set to be
40 people/min. After a day is divided into five time slots,
which are 7:00 to 10:00, 10:00 to 13:00, 13:00 to 16:00, 16:00
to 19:00, and after 19:00, the proportions of passengers
within each time slot to the total number of passengers in the
whole day can be obtained based on the statistics of pas-
senger tickets in peak seasons of 2015 for Beijing-Shanghai
high-speed railway. )e data extracted from peak seasons
allow such proportions to approximately reflect passengers’
preferences on departure time, Hence, the values of pa-
rameters F (1), F (2), F (3), F (4), and F (5) are set to be 13%,
25%, 28%, 23%, and 11%, respectively, and the updated
parameter ηk of the flow in segment as 0.5, times of iteration
as 100, and convergence indicator as 10. )e current ticket
fare of Beijing-Shanghai high-speed railway is taken as input
data, and the demand in a certain day of peak seasons is
selected as OD demand for assignment. )e requirements of
convergence indicator can be satisfied after 63 times of it-
eration. Figure 5 illustrates how convergence indicator
changes, and Figure 6 shows the comparison between the
average occupancy rate obtained from passenger flow as-
signment and actual statistics.

In Figure 6, grey bar represents the actual occupancy rate
of the train obtained based on ticket data, and white bar
expresses the occupancy rate obtained based on the results of
passenger flow assignment. By comparison, it can be seen
that both bars are well coincided, among which the errors of
28 trains are less than 10%, accounting for 64% of the total
number of experimental trains. )us, it can be concluded
that this method can be used to simulate passengers’ options
and predict the assignment of passenger flow between trains
at a certain ticket fare. According to the contrast, the cal-
culation results of eight trains deviate from the actual value
by 30%. After analysis, it is found that the arrival time at the
destination station of all these eight trains is later than 20:00,
meaning that they are nonpreferred trains in terms of arrival
time, which is not reflected in the proposed model. It is
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recommended to consider passengers’ preferences for arrival
time while analyzing passengers’ options so as to make the
model of passenger flow assignment more practical.

)e strategy of optimizing high-speed train ticket fare is
discussed based on the proposed passenger flow assignment
method. Five trains with lower actual occupancy rate,
namely, G483, G7197, G203, G207, and G297, and five trains
with higher actual occupancy rate, namely, G1, G13, G15,
G3, and G17, are taken as the objects of fare adjustment.
)ree kinds of strategies of adjusting ticket fare are adopted,
which are to only reduce fare for trains with lower occu-
pancy rate, to only increase fare for trains with higher oc-
cupancy rate, and simultaneously reduce or increase fare for
these trains. )e occupancy rate is summarized based on the
passenger flow assignment results under different fare
schemes and then compared with that at the original ticket
fare. )e details are shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from the comparison of occupancy rate
between fare reduction and original fare as indicated in
Figure 7(a) that the occupancy rate after fare is reduced is
higher than that at the original fare. As discount increases,
occupancy rate increases firstly but later decreases, while its
corresponding standard deviation witnesses an opposition
trend, indicating that there is a threshold value of discounted
fares in the strategy of only reducing fare to make passenger
assignment the most balanced. It can be seen that 20%
discount is the optimal multiclass fare scheme in this case.
Similarly, in Figure 7(b) where fare is only increased, as the
markup increases, the occupancy rate also increases firstly

and later decreases. In this case, 20% markup for preferred
trains is the optimal multiclass fare scheme. According to
Figure 7(c) where integrated strategy is implemented and
compared, when the discount level is fixed, the greater the
markup level, the worse balanced the passenger flow dis-
tribution, which indicates that the difference between the
fares of markup trains and markdown trains should not be
too large in the combination strategy.)e optimal multiclass
fare scheme in the integrated strategy in the given case is 10%
for five subselected trains and 10%markup for five preferred
trains.

5. Conclusions

)is paper studies the method of passenger flow assignment
for high-speed trains, constructs a three-dimensional time-
space service network as passenger flow assignment net-
work, and designs the generalized cost to demonstrate
passengers’ travel cost during the whole journey. Moreover,
passengers’ value of time is described as continuously dis-
tributed random variable, and they are allowed to make their
preferred option between time and expense. A bi-criteria
equilibrium passenger flow assignment model is built and an
improved Monte-Carlo random simulation algorithm is
designed for passenger flow assignment. )e actual data
about passenger fares for Beijing-Shanghai high-speed
railway are used as input data for passenger flow assignment.
)e results show that time-expense bi-criteria passenger flow
assignment method can better predict the assignment at a
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certain fare. Lastly, the strategies of optimizing ticket fare are
primarily discussed based on the proposed passenger flow
assignment method.

Data Availability

)e data used to support the findings of passengers’ time
value have been deposited in China Statistical Yearbook
(http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/2015/indexch.htm). How-
ever, the ticket sale data used to support the findings of
passenger flow allocation were supplied by JinghuHigh-speed
Railway Co. LTD under license and so cannot be made freely
available.
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